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Preface
This thesis subject was suggested by Dr. J. B, Priauf
of the Navy Department, Bureau of Ships, Dr. Priauf had
developed a new method of calculating the performance of a
capacitor-excited induction generator, and wished verific-
ation of the method by comparison of the calculated perfor-
mance with the measured performance of an actual generator.
It was also hoped that certain unusual performance charac-
teristics shown by calculations could be demonstrated in
the actual generator.
An ordinary squirrel cage induction motor was used as
the generator. IIo design data v/as available on the machine,
and the major portion of the project turned out to be the
proper determining of the machine constants. Consequently,
it is considered worthwhile and pertinent to include in
the Appendix the procedure and results in the determination
of the machine constants.
It is v/ished to specifically acknowledge the assist-
ance given by Dr. Priauf, of the Bureau of Ships, and by
Professor C. V, C, Terv/illiger, of the Postgraduate School,
and to thank collectively the members of the Electrical
Engineering Department of the Postgraduate School for their
individual help and counsel.
This work v/as performed between August 1S49 and June
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Pt primary resistance per phase to neutral.
V2 secondary resistance per phase to neutral.
X, primary reactance per phase to neutral.
Xg secondary reactance per phase to neutral,
X reactance of shunt condenser per phase to neutral,
x^ reactance of series condenser per phase to neutral,
X reactance of magnetizing branch Der phase to neutral.
b susceptance of magnetizing branch per phase to neutral.
S^ voltage across magnetizing branch.
Ep voltage across shunt condenser,
E-r voltage across load for compound connected generator,





Y^ admittance of circuit to the right of points A-E,
Figure 1 and 2.
Y admittance of circuit to the left of points A-B,
Figure 1 and 2,















METHOD OP PERPORIvIANGE CALCULATION
Because of a renewed interest in the capacitor-excited
induction generator by the Navy, T!r, J, B, Priauf, of the
Bureau of Ships, developed a new and straightforv/ard method
for the calculation of the performance of such a generator,
A previous method presented in a paper by C, P, V/agner^ ',
though satisfactory, involved a laborous, cut-and-try process.
The calculations are based on the following assumptions:
1) That it is sufficient to consider only the fundamental
of current and voltage,
2) That the stator and rotor resistance and reactance
are constants independent of current ajid voltage.
3) That the exciting capacitors and the magnetizing
branch of the generator equivalent circuit have zero
resistance.
4) That the frequency of the generator output is kept
constant, the speed of the generator being regulated as
necessary to satisfy this condition.
The equivalent circuit for one phase of the generator is
shown in Pigure 1 with the notation used. From Kirchhoff 's
Laws, the currents at point B sum to zero.
If E^ is the voltage between A-B, then i-j_= S^Y^> ^2^
^ti'^2*
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equal to zero, gives:
This is the fundamental equation upon which Dr. Friauf 's
method of calculation is based.
Each of these admittances depends on only one variable
if the exciting capacitance and the power factor of the load
are kept constant,
Y-j^ varies with the load impedance. It may be calculated
from;
V ~~1 ; ^S^
1 +
-
:^Q IZl (cos /-H j sin /)
or from its locus, which is a circle with center and radius
as defined as follows:
r-,-t-4-XQ tan ^ ,,
X=r i 2 L (4)
r?-»-x2-|-x (r, tan jz( - x, )
y= E^o.JLi^ (5)
rj-t- x^ i- X (r^ tan «( - x_
)
1 1 c 1 1
fx^ sec jz(
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-^c
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Y varies with the voltage between A and B, and is found
from Equation (2).
V/ith Y^ the Susceptance Curve is entered and the value
of E^, the voltage between A and B, is picked off. The deter-
mination of this curve is r^iven in the Appendix. The current
through the load and the voltage across the load are found
by use of Equations (9), (10) and (11).
Vl- il (9)
E^= S^, - l^Z^ (10)
ij.
-
i^ - V'J'^^c ^^^^
A complete and detailed explanation of the method may
(n)
be found in Dr. Priauf's paper ',
The procedure is the same for the compounded generator,
the equivalent circuit for one phase being shown in Figure 2.
Y-, may be calculated from:
Y-L - r-,^ jx. 1 (12)
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or found from its locus, which is a circle v/ith center and
radius defined as follows:
r, +
-J-x __iSc tan (j!>
X, ^ ^ ^c-^^5 (15)
(-n-^-c^^^- ^)^(-l-Ki^)'-(H X. 3ec 4)^
XC+X3
X _ 1^ ^c -^ ^^5
V — L. O
(same denominator as (13) )
R =
^^^ x^-h X jSec jz5
(same denominator as (13) )
(14)
(15)
Yg is of course the same for both the shunt and comp-
ounded generators,
Y^ -Yg ~Y-|> as before, and is used as in the shunt case
to find Ej^. The current through the load and the voltage acr-
oss the load are found by using Equations (9), (10), (11)
and (16),
This method is not without labor, hov/ever, it is
straightforward, and by using a tabular form similar to the




PEHPOHlvIANCE GliARAGTERISTIGS BY CALCULATION
The variation of the volta<'3e across the load and the
current through the load with load changes will be called,
in this paper, the external characteristics of the generator.
The capacitors will be considered part of the generator
system, rather than the load. This is purely arbitrary.
The performance characteristics of the capacitor-
excited induction generator may be readily predicted and
analyzed by the use of the admittance diagram for the equiv-
alent circuit, ?or the circuit with the capacitors shunted
across the load. Figure 1, the admittance diagram is as shown
in Figure 3.
In Figure 3 the curves labeled Y, and -Yg are the locii
of the vectors representing the admittances Y-. and -Yp, These
locii are circles. A proof of this is given in Dr, Priauf's
paper. Each point on Y-j_ corresponds to a specific load, and
each point on -Y corresponds to a specific slip. Since Y
is assumed to be a pure susceptaince it v/111 be a vector dir-
ected vertically dov/nward.
It can be seen from the admittance diagram that for a
given load the generator must ODerate at the slip on the -Yg
locus directly below this load on the Y-j_ locus in order that
the Y^ vector be vertical and have a magnitude equal to the




As the load is increased the difference, -Y -v, = Y
.
2 "l ^'
decreases until a minimurn value of Y^ is reached at which
the machine will no longer oiDerate as a generator. This min-
imum value of Y^ is sho\7n on Figure 3. It corresponds to the
straight portion of the magnetizing curve for the machine, or
the vertical portion on the susceptance curve. Figure 14,
Physically in the generator, the load increase, or load
impedance decrease, reduces the voltage across the shunt cap-
acitor until it will no longer cause enough current to flow
through the capacitor to excite the generator.
The shapes of the locii show that the shunt capacitor-
excited induction generator v/ill have a drooping character-
istic for unity pov^er factor and lagging loads, and that this
droop will be very pronounced as the power factor decreases.
Further, as the load impedance decreases and the shunt capac-
itor is shorted out the generator will cease to generate, as
previously pointed out, thus the shunt connected, capacitor-
excited, induction generator cannot deliver a short circuit
current to a unity power factor or lagging load. The result-
ant external characteristics are shown in Figures 10 and 11,
The acquittance diagram also points out that in design-
ing an induction generator the magnetizing circuit should
saturate as rapidly as possible, the rotor resistance should
be high, and the rotor reactance lov/.
By varying the values of x^ in Equations (4), (5) and
(6) v/ithin reasonable limits it is seen that an increase in

shunt capacitance will increase the radius of the Y-i
circle, and raise it. Only the unity pov/er factor case was
considered, but the results would be qualitatively the same
for the lagging cases. Reasonable limits for the increase of
capacitance for the generator used in the test were considered
to be from 135 microfarads, the minumuia required for excit-
ation, to 500 microfarads. A higher, flatter Y^^ curve results
in a higher no-load voltage, better regulation, and a greater
load carrying capacity. The increased capacitance causes oper-
ation higher on the magnetizing and susceptance curves.
However, an examination of the equivalent circuit shows
that this increase in capacitance effects an increase in
exciting current as well as an increase in load current.
Since it is the stim of these two currents that passes through
the generator, it might well be overloaded before appreciable
load current is being delivered. In the extreme, it might be
overloaded internally while delivering no external load.
Strictly sr)eaking the shunt capacitors are also a load.
For the compounded circuit. Figure 2, with capacitors
in series v/ith the load, as well as the shunt capacitors, the
-Yg and Y^ locii on the admittance diagram are the same as in
the shunt case, of course, hov/ever, the Y-, locii are as
shown in Figure 4,
An examination of these locii shov/s that, in contrast to
the shunt connected generator, the compound connected genera-






reveal that the external voltage first falls as the load
increases, then rises, and finally falls to zero as short
circuit is a"oproached. The reason for the initial droop and
following rise can be seen in the shapes of the Y-, locii.
As the load is increased the voltage across the shunt cap-
acitor is reduced and less exciting current flows through
it. Current flow increases through the series capacitor. At
first the current through the series capacitor does not com-
pensate for the loss of exciting current through the shunt
capacitor, but as the load is further increased the series
capacitor becomes more and more effective, until the current
through it does compensate for the loss of exciting current
through the shunt capacitor. As the load continues to inc-
rease the excitation finally becomes greater than the no-load
excitation and the result is a rise in the external voltage
above the no-load voltage. On short circuit the series cap-
acitance is in effect added to the shunt capacitor.
The admittance diagram shows that for certain choices
of shunt and series capacitance it would be possible to main-
tain exciting current, and thus load, for all reasonable
power factors. (See Figure 4). In Figure 5 is shown a case in
which for power factors below 0.8, load will be lost for a
while and then regained. It would be impossible to operate
at some certain power factors and loads.
Ph37sically, this corresponds to the condition described
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the voltage across the shunt ca-oacitor no longer caused enough
exciting current to flow through it. The current through the
series capacitor does not compensate enough for this loss, and
the loss of exciting current falls to a value v/hich will no
longer sur)port generator action, ViThen the load impedance has
been further reduced to allov/ more current through the series
capacitor, enough exciting current will flov/, and generator
action will commence again.
Another interesting aspect of the compounded generator
is that the slip will increase to a maximum value, and then
decrease to nearly zero at short circuit. This is logical
since the slip is a measure of the torque, and therefore the
power being delivered* and the power delivered to the load is
zero at no load, rises to a maximum, and then drops to zero
again at short circuit, where the voltage across the load is
zero.
It will be noted in the sample calculations that at zero
slip the load current is negative. This merely means that at
zero slir> the generator will not generate because there will
be no currents in the secondary or rotor. Consequently, it
cannot excite itself, and the exciting current must be supp-
lied from the load.
By varying the values of x^ and X3 in Equations (13),
(14) and (15), and using the constants of the test generator,
the changes in generator performance may be easily predicted
both quantitatively and qualitatively for these variations.
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The same reasonable limits of variation are used for x_ and
Xry as in the previous shunt case. Holding x^ constant at 15
Ohms and increasing the shunt capacitor raises the Y-^ circle
and increases the radius as in the shunt case. The circle
rises rapidly (from 0,C5 to 0.20 mhos), but the increase in
the radius is slight (from 0.038 to 0,47 mhos). Holding x.
constant at 20 ohms and increasing the series capacitance
results in a raT)id increase in the radius of the Y-, circle
(from 0,038 to 0.131 mhos) and very little raising of the
circle (from. 0,052 to 0,053 mhos). In both cases the center
of the circle moves so sliglitly to the right as to -oroduce
little effect on the performance* and is, therefore, neg-
lected.
Decreasing x^, helps reduce the initial droop, however,
as in the shunt generator, but in an even more pronounced
way, it increases the generator internal load in greater prop-
ortion than the external load carrying capacity. Decreasing
x^ increases the load carrying capacity more nearly in prop-
ortion to the increase in the total internal load. Thus
decreasing Xg gives a greater gain than a decrease in Xq.
If xg is made too small the generator may destroy itself on
short circuit, because of the tremendous exciting current
that ?/ill flow. Xjj should be the maximum value that will
give a reasonably flat external characteristic curve, that
is a reasonable amount of initial droop. Xg should be the
minimum value possible without endangering the machine on
15

short circuit or heavy loads.
Calculated external characteristics for the compounded





The primary objective of the thesis is to verify the
method of capacitor-excited induction generator performance
calculation developed by Dr. Priauf. The verification is to
be by comparing calculated external characteristic curves
with the measured external characteristics of an actual gen-
erator, for both the shunt connection and the compound con-
nection, and for lagging as well as unity power factors.
The second objective is to verify the performance
characteristics shown by the calculations by demonstrating
them in the actual generator. Specifically, it is hoDed to
produce the characteristic shown by calculations for the
compounded generator for certain lagging power factor loads
v/here excitation is lost for a certain range of loads, and
then regained. This is the condition described in Chapter II
where the Y-^ circle drops temporarily below the minimum line
for excitation (Figure 5),
No investigation is desired at leading power factors,
because the generator is always excited at these power





A Westinghouse 5 KVA, 220 volt, squirrel cage induction
motor was used as the induction generator. It was driven by
a DC motor in order to get the variable speed required to
keep the frequency constant. The motor nameplate data is
given in the Appendix.
The revolutions per minute of the generator were meas-
ured at each load by a revolution counter which counted the
revolutions for a period of ten seconds, and was marked to
read revolutions per minute directly.
In all of the tests phase values of current, voltage
and watts were measured. The instrument wiring is shov/n in
the wiring diagrams for each set-up. It was impossible to
put instruments in each phase, which required that the ins-
truments be shifted from phase to phase. Every effort was
made to insure that the load was balanced.
The frequency was measured by an electronic frequency
meter, and the speed of the DC drive varied to maintain the
frequency constant at 60 cycles. An accuracy of 1" 2^ was
claimed for the frequency meter.
The capacitors v;ere measured on an impedance bridge.
In all set-ups the phases were balanced to within 0.5
microfarads.
For the unity power factor run with the shunt generator
the v/iring diagram, Figure 6, shows the set-up used.
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Two loads were used, a wound resistor banl^, and a la^np banlc.
For the 0,8 pov/er factor run with the shunt generator
the wiring diagram. Figure 7, shows the set-up used, A syn-
chronous motor driving a DC generator v/hich loaded a resistor
bank was used as the load. The power factor v;as measured by
a single phase -oower factor meter, and was kept at 0,8 by
vai»37-ing the excitation of the synchronous motor. This system
worked very well.
For the comr)Ounded generator lamp banl^s were again used
for the unity -oower factor load, and the set-up is shown in
Figure 8,
For the 0.8 power factor run with the comDounded gen-
erator the synchronous motor and DC generator set-up was
tried, but found to be impractical. It could not be made to
provide the load and power factor required. The system could
not be stabilized, A static load was used v/ith variable ind-
uctance in series with variable resistance. The inductance
was varied by changing the amount of iron in the core of the
inductance, and by varying the connections of the inductances
from series to shunt. The load was connected in Y in order to
have a neutral for phase measurements. The set-up is shov/n in
Figure 0,
TvTO runs were made with each load for the shunt gener-
ator. The press of time allov/ed only one run for each load
for the compounded generator.
The value of capacitance chosen for the shunt generator

























capacity as possible without exceeding by too much its motor
rating. As it v/as, the current through the generator at no
load v/as about 13 amperes and reached a maximum of about 16
amperes v;ith loading. The motor rating was 13 amperes.
The values of capacitance chosen for the compounded gen-
erator were selected to give the performance described in





The results of the unity power factor runs v/ith the
shunt connection are shov/n in figure 10. The actual results
do not agree v;ith the calculated results as closely as
desired. The first run v;as made v/ith the wound resistor banl-c
as a load, .Jhen the points determined from the run did not
agree with the calculated curve, and no other cause could be
found for the discrepancy, it vras suspected that the power
factor of the load was not unity. Therefore, the power factor
of the load was measured with a single-phase, V/eston, power
factor meter. The power factor meter showed unity -oower
factor as closely as it could be read. No accuracy for the
meter was given on the instrument.
However, while the power factor remains practically
unity, the tangent of the phase angle changes appreciably.
It is the tangent of the phase angle that enters into Equat-
ions (4), (5) and (6), Y/hich determine the shape of the Y-,
locus. The resistors were not bifilar wound, but were v/ound
in a contlnous coil, and it was felt that their slight reac-
tance must be res-oonsible for the deviation from the calcul-
ated results, though the variation from unity pov/er factor
?/as so slight as to be impossible to measure with the power
factor meter, or by the use of voltmeters, amiiieters and watt-
meters. Therefore, a lamp bank load was used to get a more










The lamp bank load did improve the results, as shown
by Figure 10, As a matter of interest, the curve for a pov/er
factor of 0.998 v/as calculated and lolotted. It v;as found to
coincide with the actual curve for t?ie Imnp bank load. The
author does not mean to claim or imply that the lamp bank
had a power factor of 0,998, but merely to point out that
the generator is very sensitive to a lagging pov;er factor,
however minute.
One run v;as made at unity -oov/er factor with 143 micro-
farads per phase for the shunt generator using the resistor
bank load. The resulting performance is also shown on Figure
10, in order that it may be easily compared v/ith the runs
using 171 microfarads. This demonstrates how rapidly the per-
formance drops off with a decrease in shunt capacitance.
The results of the run at 0.8 power factor for the shunt
connection are shown in Figure 11, Experimental points could
not be obtained at loads less than 2 amperes, because the
S3mchronous motor required that much current for no-load. It
is felt that agreement betv/een the calculated and the exper-
imentally determined curves in this case is quite good.
It is believed that the points at all loads are high*
because the slip was too higli at each load. The author did
not determine the calculated curve until after the run, and
so he had no idea what the values of slip should have been
for certain loads. The frequency meter v/as relied on to




















































































for the frequency meter. The sIIto and joints determined are
within the accuracy of the frequency meter.
The results of the run with the comriounded generator
at unity power factor are shown in Figure 12. The lamp bank
load was used. Agreement between the calculated and exper-
imentally detennined values is considered satisfactory. The
deviations of the actual -oerformance from the calculated
performance are believed to be caused, in part, by the power
factor not being absolutely unity, and by the fact that a
great deal of difficulty was experienced in balancing the
load at light loads. Small laiar)S were used to trim the load,
and the maximum unbalance in the phase voltages for any
reading v/as 2 volts.
The results of the 0,8 power factor run with the com-
pounded generator are shown in Figure 13. The experimental
results in this case were very difficult to determine. The
synchronous motor did not offer enough impedance, and trem-
endous currents, as high as 45 amperes, were drawn from the
generator. An induction motor was tried as a load. The full
amount of series capacitance shovm in Figure 8 was used for
starting. The m.otor would start, but v;lth very little star-
ting torque. The pressure of a loosened prony brake was
enough to prevent it from starting. On starting the motor
drew about 25 arnperes, and as it came un to speed the cur-
rent rose ra-oidly to over 40 amperes. To keep the current
within reason the series capacitance was reduced by 60
31

microfarads in each phase as the motor came up to speed. The
current through the motor was then about 15 amperes, with
about 25 amperes through the generator. As a load v/as anplied
to the motor with a prony brake, the current through the
motor \70uld decrease. .Vhen near 11 amperes the motor would
stall, and the current fall to zero. The power factor of the
motor was changing from about 0,15 to 0.85 as the load was
apDlied, v/hich considered with the performance characteristics
for the com-DOunded generator at lagging r)Ower factors, makes
such unusual results, if not understandable, at least to be
expected.
V/ith the static load made ud of the variable inductance
in series with the variable resistance it was possible to
keep reasonable control of the current and voltage. However,
it was extremely tedious to balance the loads and Dower
factors in each leg, the resistance being in steps, rather
than continuousl;/ variable, and the inductance being varied
by pushing laminated iron cores in or out of the inductances.
The experimental points found on the external character-
istic curve for 0.8 -oower factor from no-load to the point
where generator action ceases are good. It v/as possible to
balance the voltages to within one or two volts, and to
balance the power factors in each leg. Points determined
above the r)oint where generator action starts again are not
the best that was hoped for. Operation from the "ooint where
generator action starts again to the -oeak voltage was very
32

unstable. Small changes in the load made such large changes
in the voltages that satisfactory balances were impossible
to obtain v;ith the equipment and set-ur) used. The voltage
unbalances were about 5 volts for the lov; voltage readings,
and about 15 volts for the last reading. The curi'-ents all
balanced to within one ampere. The phase voltages and cur-
rents were roughly averaged and this average recorded as
the reading, nn accurate average v/ould have been meaning-
less. Points were not found beyond the voltage peak, because





The author feels that the first objective, the verif-
ication of Dr. Priauf's method of •oerformance calculation,
has been satisfiod. For the shunt gener;itor at 0,8 newer
factor the agreement of the experimentally determined -ooints
with the calculated external characteristic curve is good.
In view of the demonstrated sensitivity of the generator to
lagging power factor loads, esoecially near the point where
excitation is lost and generator action stops, the agreement
of the experimental results and the calculated results for
the unity power factor runs are considered satisfactory.
The second objective, the verification of the perform-
ance characteristics predicted from Figure 5 and shovm in
Figure 13, was also satisfied. Operation beyond the point
v/here generator action should begin again after having been
lost was easily obtained, though not easily controlled.
Operation with the shunt connection is simple and
adequate if the load is to remain very near unity -cower fac-
tor. If an;/ load carrying capacity is desired at lagging
power factors the shunt connection is not suitable. With the
proDer choice of series and shunt capacitance, o^oeration v/ith
the compound connection near unity power factor can also be
satisfactory. If lagging* power factor loads are to be carried
by the compounded generator some sort of voltage regulation
is almost imperative for stable operation.
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The lower portion of the susceptance curve v/as deter-
mined by driving the generator at synchronous speed v;ith
the DC motor, varying the impressed primary voltage, and
measuring the current. The equivalent circuit for one phase
is shown in Figure 15.
The current measured was the magnetizing current, i
.
The voltage drop through the primary imr)e dance, i Z, , wasm jl
subtracted from the terminal voltage, E„, to give ]2
, the
voltage across the magnetizing branch of the circuit. The
magnetizing current, i^, divided by the voltage ^ gave the
suscer)tance of the magnetizing branch, b » The value of b^
m J^
was -Dlotted against E to give the suscer>tance curve.
If the generator could have been driven by a synchronous
motor, the curve would have been much more easily and accur-
ately detennined, as the slightest variation from the synch-
ronous speed gave a very pronounced change in the terminal
voltage. The speed was regulated by setting it roughly with
a strobatac, measuring it with the tachometer, and adjusting
it accurately to synchronous speed. However, longitudinal
shifting of the rotor with the resulting changes in friction
drag were enough to cause measurable variations in the cur-
rent and voltage.
Since three phase voltages above 220 volts were not
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Open C//2cu/t and 3uoi2t Qqcu/t
™Te5T Equivalent Ciizcuits

deteimined by driving the generator Y/ith shunt capacitors
for excitation and with no load. By varying the capacitance
the no load voltage and exciting current were varied. The
equivalent circuit for this system is shown in Figure 16.
The more exact equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 17.
There will be secondary current. However, this current in the
secondary required to Droduce the magnetizing current at no
load is so small that this portion of the circuit may be
safely Ignored, and the circuit shown in Figure 16 was used.
The speed was regulated in this case to give 60 cycles,
and the terminal voltage and the magnetizing current were
measured. The susceptance v/as determined as before.
With capacitor excitation the system was not so extrem-
ely sensitive to slight speed changes. Points determined by
both methods which overlaDped checked well. The susceptance
curve determined, and used in the calculations is shov/n in
Figure 14.
2, Blocked Rotor Test.
The blocked rotor test was used to determine the sum of
the primary and secondary resistances and reactances. The
equivalent circuit for this test is shown in Figure 18.
The rotor was blocked and 110 volts applied to the
primary. The Dhase voltages, currents, and powers were meas-
ured. It was necessary to shift the instruments from phase
to phase, and to shift Instruments when measuring current and
power in the same phase. Nine separate runs were made, three
for each rjhase. This is the most important test in determin-
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ing the constants of the machine, and as a matter of interest
the results are tabulated below.
Volts Am-oeres IVatts
^H-2 ^l+-2
65.5 41.4 1270 1.582 0.741
66.0 41.5 1330 1.590 0.772
65.9 41.5 1305 1.588 0.758
66,2 42.1 1327 1.572 0.749
66.0 41.4 1340 1.594 0.782
65.5 41.0 1305 1.597 0.776
66.0 41.5 1305 1.590 0.758
66.5 41.4 1550 1.606 0.788
66.3 41.6 1355 1.594 0.783
The resistance and reactance were calculated from the
measured values as follows:
l-h2 J
X-L^2 V^^l+-2^^'^^^l+-2^^
3. Division of the Total Resistance Betv/een Primary and
Secondary.
In order to dete3?mine the proper division of the total
resistance betvreen the primary and the secondary use was made
of the circle diagram. The circle diagram was constructed
from the no-load and blocked rotor data, and is shown in
Figure 19. Line oo' represents the no-load current. Point 3
represents the short circuit point. The torque line o'c














?also divides the diagram such that PK/KL equals synchronous
speed divided by actual speed.
Three loads were Tout on the machine by prony brake, and
the current and revolutions per minute measured. Points P ,
Pg, and P^ v/ere thus determined. P^Li* PpLp, and P3L3 v/ere
measured on the diagram, and P]_K-]_, PgKg* and P^K^ found from
the relation in the loreceeding ToaragraDh. These points, K^
,
Kg, and K^, determined the torque line O'G, v/hich was found
to divide the line BD such that H]_ = 0.440 ohjrns and Rq ~
0,253 ohms.
The DC value of R^ v/-as measured to be 0.400 ohms by a
Kelvin Double Bridge. The value of 0.440 ohms for the effect-
ive resistance of the primary v/as, therefore, ver^r reasonable.
4. Division of the Total Reactance Betv/een Primary and
Secondary.
The division of the total reactance between the primaiy
and the secondary was made by calculating the primary reac-
tance from the physical dimensions of the machine. The method
of calculation used was that of Arnold as given in a paper by
(4)Lloyd-Oiusti-Ghang
. The physical dimensions are given in
Figure 20,
The v/indings v/ere broken into at an end connection and
the number of conductors counted. The number of effective
conductors was determined by assuming a value for the maximum
flux density of 56,000 lines/square inch, and calculating the
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niimber of effective conductors necessai^/ to give a -ohase
voltage of 127 volts, 3ince the total number of conductors
was 14, the number of effective conductors had to be either
1, 2, 7 or 14, the only factors of 14. The calculations gave
about 7.5 as the number of effective conductors, so 7 was
the obvious choice.
Using the slot dimensions measured and the effective
conductors thus determined the value of X^ v/as found to be
0.810 ohras.
Trie division of the primary and secondary reactajice is
not important. The total reactance is. Arbitrarily dividing
the reactance equally between primar^r and secondary will not
make an appreciable difference in the performance found hj
calculation. The reason for this can be seen on the admit-
tance diagram for the shunt generator. Increasing X-j^ and
decreasing X^ gives more curvature to the Y_ locus, and
decreases the curvature of the -Y^ locus, while the diffei?-
ence, Y
, remains substantially unchanged. This point v/as
m
investigated by making an equal division and calculating
the external characteristic for unity power factor load. The
difference was not measurable experimentally.
However, in view of the primary objective of the thesis,
and inexperience, the author did not feel justified in making
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